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Day 19, 22.03.2018 

Einstein’s Theory of General Relativity, 1
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housekeeping

Gotta come to class 

question about anything? I’ll make a movie for you: 

Special Relativity: 

Hobson_GR.pdf is chapter 11 out of Hobson 

MasteringAstronomy registration expiration now set to March 30 

Homework and readings: MasteringAstronomy!
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YOUR MOVIE 



honors project began
https://qstbb.pa.msu.edu/storage/Homework_Projects/honors_project_2018/ 

contains the first instructions: the plan & tutorial 

MinervaInstructions1_2018.pdf 

dates: 

complete first part, March 16 

analyze data and complete writeup, April 20
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https://qstbb.pa.msu.edu/storage/Homework_Projects/honors_project_2018/


Energy/momentum relations:
the mass of an 
object in its own 
frame

“rest	mass”...m

 the total Energy 
of a moving object

“Energy”... ET = m�c2

 the mass-energy 
of an object in its 
own frame

“rest	Energy”...E = mc2

 the mass of a 
moving object

“rela0vis0c	mass”...	mR = m�

Kine0c	Energy...  the energy 
due to motion

K = mc2(� � 1)

Rela0vis0c	momentum...p = m�u
 momentum for 
each component 
of space

Energy-momentum	rela0on...  an alternative, 
useful 
expression

E2
T =

�
mc2

�2 + (pc)2



particle colliding beam 

p p

Use	head-on	collisions	to	make	objects	more	massive	than	protons.
Make	Two	things	that	each	have	M(thing) = 3.5•Mp

pretend	that	KE	of	each	beam	is	K	=	3 Mpc2	

Em = Mpc2

K=3Mpc2	
total	mass-energy

total	Kine0c	energy

total	energy,	ET

mass	energy	required

E	budget	
units	of		

Mpc2	
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}kine0c	energy	of	the	
things

ET = mass energy + kinetic energy ET = mass energy + kinetic energy+

1	proton’s	mass	energy	=	Mpc2

1	proton’s	mass	=	Mp



what about the
“energy of mass” and “mass of energy” crack?
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a hydrogen atom, take 2
weighs less than the components of a hydrogen atom 

so it can’t fall apart into its components  
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since Energy is mass

H

e p

where is that “missing mass”? 

in the energy of the Electric Field, 

E fieldHep



stupid 
elevator 
trick, #1

gravitational 
attraction
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gravita0onal	
force



stupid 
elevator 
trick, #2

gravitational 
attraction
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force	up	to	
create	an	
accelera0on	
of	1g



There is no mechanical or electromagnetic 
experiment he can perform

that would tell him that he was 

1. being attracted by the Earth due to gravity or 

2. being pulled and accelerated g with no gravitational field anywhere
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said another way
any effect in an accelerated rest frame 

should occur in a rest frame at rest in a gravitational field
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called sometimes

           Equivalence Principle
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weak
iden%cal



EP says that if 
these are the 

same

F = m(inertial)aF = G
Mm(grav)

R2
m(grav) ⌘ m(inertial)

some subtly to the Equivalence Principle
force	down	at	g

gravitational force

L
force	up	at	g

inertial force

R

outer 
space

the laws of physics 
will be identical

So, anything that 
happens in L happens 

in R and visa versa



3 light tricks
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at rest
relative to 
couch people:

boy observes light beam: horizontal

CP observe light beam: horizontal

constant speed up

straight, slanted

horizontal

accelerated, up

curved

horizontal

force	up	at	g



what’s “straight”?

“shortest distance between two points” 

in practice: the path that a beam of light would take 

BUT: light travels differently shaped paths between 
relatively accelerated frames 

Then the Equivalence Principle requires:  

light should also curve in the presence of gravity
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around a gravitating mass, the curve path is still:



light paths
map the shape of space
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not just 
light

acceleration 
messes with 
geometry 

straight is not 
straight 

and Einstein knew 
that this was 
problematic
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R

C = 2⇡R

experimentally:		
you	could	show	that	

Now,	start	it	rota0ng.

fast...so	special	rela0vis0c	effects	are	apparent.

The	ruler	on	the	radius?

The	rulers	on	the	circumference?

C 6= 2⇡R

The	rules	of	Euclid’s	geometry	–	flat	geometry	–	don’t	
hold	for	an	accelera0ng	object.

Hold	this	thought:	accelerated	mo0on	seems	to	change	
regular	Geometry.



acceleration 
warps space
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from	the	Equivalence	
Principle

gravity
should  

warp space

curved

horizontal



light beam
what about time? 

use a clock
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accelerating…. 
so B moving away from A 
A and B are different 
inertial frames at each 
time

force	up	at	g

R

A

B

B would say that A’s 
clock has longer 
between ticks:  

Runs Slower

A

B

sends at say 10 ticks 
per second

1 second

receives at say 5 ticks 
per second

1 second



light beam
same idea as last time, slight 
different take
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A

B

B would say that A’s 
clock has longer 
between ticks:  

Runs Slower

Equivalence 
Principle would 
require that:

=	force	down	at	g

L

A

B



“red shift”
longer between ticks? 

like the wavelength of the light is 
longer as seen by B than as seen by A
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an apparent shift to  
• a longer wavelength… “red shift” 
• and a slower clock

longer wavelength



acceleration 
warps time
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from	the	Equivalence	
Principle

gravity
should  

warp time



“
Albert Einstein

I  was  sitting  in  a  chair  in  the 
patent office at Bern when all of a 
sudden a thought occurred to me. If 
a person falls freely, he will not 
feel his own weight. 

reminiscence from 1907 -  
later he called this the “happiest thought of my life”



free-fall...
is a strange state of motion 

you don’t notice your own weight
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training	in	the	Vomit	Comet	KC	135



free fall is special
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gravity

=

gravityno gravity

deep space

hole

no gravity

deep space

=
?

light must 
bend in the 
presence of 
gravityanother Equivalence Principle 

Neither situation “sees” gravity 

you can “transform” gravity away 

all Einstein

free-fall in 
gravity



modeling all of this was

arguably one of the most technically challenging piece of 
physics ever
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the question is
Could gravity be an illusion?  

A circumstance relative only to your state of motion? 

Could gravity be “transformed away” 

by the change of a reference frame? 

Maybe gravity is not a force at all?
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there should be observable consequences 

and Einstein knew it 

and calculated them - half a decade of Newton-like concentration
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what we’ve found:
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gravitating bodies…masses:

warp both space and time.  

They warp: spacetime
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Einstein had to learn that geometry & 
energy-mass 

interact & that space and time respond 

That took him 5 years after his happy thought to figure 
out
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he had to go back to 
school...privately with 
his buddy Marcel 
Grossman



tests of general relativity
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There are a handful of 
“classic tests”

of these ideas: 

that space and time are warped by 
gravitation
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“Gravita0onal	Lensing”

“The	Hafele-Kea0ng	experiment”

The	perihelion	of	Mercury’s	Orbit

Light	bending	around	the	Sun

“Binary	Pulsar	period”

Black	Holes

Pound	Rebka	Gravita0onal	Red	Shib



light beam
what about time? 

use a clock
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force	up	at	g

R

A

B

accelerating…. 
so B moving away from A 
A and B are different 
inertial frames at each 
time

B would say that A’s 
clock has longer 
between ticks:  

Runs Slower

A

B

sends at say 10 ticks 
per second

1 second

receives at say 5 ticks 
per second

1 secondGravitational Red Shift is built 
into your phone’s GPS 

if you get where you want to go, you just 
confirmed General Relativity



Remember 
Vulcan?

Mercury 

misbehaves 

“advance of the 
perihelion” 

Einstein 
calculated it 
including the 
sun’s warping of 
space
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Had	heart	palpita0ons	when	the	result	
appeared	on	his	paper...

1916:	Got	precisely	the	right	amount.

point	of	closest	approach	of	
the	orbit	advances	by	43	
seconds	of	arc	per	century

“Advance	of	the	Perihelion	of	the	Orbit	of	Mercury”



the mother of all 
experiments

the “solar eclipse” experiment
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BA Blight

obeys the 
strong 
Equivalence 
Principle 

the laser 
pointer...for real
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Not totally surprising...light has energy...behaves 
like mass - it should bend

1911 calculation – initially wrong, only the E=mc2 
component...

A
The	star	is	actually	at	A

But	it	would	
appear	to	be	
at	B

“Solar	Eclipse	Experiment”

In	1915	he	changed	his	1911	calcula%on	to	
include	the	warping	of	space...worth	x2

The	deflec0on	should	be	
about		1/4	milli-degree



eclipse 
experiment 
May 29,1919

Sir Arthur 
Eddington led 2 
teams:  

Gulf of Guinea  

& Brazil
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there was 
some 
cloudiness!

Eddington had 10 
seconds to get a 
photograph 
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1/16 plates had usable data

Eddington announced the result 

November 6, 1919 at the Royal Astronomical Society 
meeting 

40

Einstein	woke	up	in	Berlin	the	next	morning	and	was	famous.



eclipse announcement at scientific meeting, 11/06/19:
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cap0on:		“A	new	great	figure	in	world	history:	Albert	Einstein,	
whose	inves0ga0ons	signify	a	complete	revision	of	our	
concepts	of	Nature,	and	are	on	a	par	with	the	insights	of	a	
Copernicus,	a	Kepler,	and	a	Newton.”

cover	of	December	14,	1919	issue	of	
Berliner	Illustrirte

New	York	Times,		
November	10,	1919

instant	celebrity,	11/07/19 the Times golf editor



now	recovered	from	exhaus0on	and	photogenic:	1920

New York Times, December 3, 1919
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Gravitational Lensing - an off-hand 
prediction of Einstein
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Credit: Phil Marshall (Stanford)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PviYbX7cUUg


Foreground objects can distort, and magnify 
distant background galaxies.



Today,	the	drama0c	effects	of	light	bending	are	observed	in	
the	form	of	gravita0onal	lensing	

this	is	the	bending	of	light	around	a	very	massive	object,	like	a	large	galaxy
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massive galaxy, 
or something  

remote object

apparent direction

apparent direction

“Einstein	Cross”	-	4	images	of	a	quasar

Credit: Canada-France-Hawaii 
Telescope Corporation 2006.

MACHOS

“Gravita0onal	Lensing”

tool	for	
studying	dark	
mager:	
looking	for	
Massive	
Astrophysical	
Compact	Halo	
ObjectS



Second view of this:
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an	atomic	clock	was	carefully	carried	
around	the	world	in	1972	and	carefully	
calibrated	and	compared	with	ground-
based	clocks	

There	are	a	number	of	correc0ons:	
accelera0ons,	decelera0ons,	the	rota0on	of	
the	orbit,	the	fact	that	the	earth	is	not	
iner0al	-	but	rela0vity	was	absolutely	
correct Predicted Effect Flying East Flying West

GTR (Gravitation) + 144 ± 14 ns + 179 ± 18 ns
STR (Velocity) - 184 ± 18 ns + 96 ± 18 ns
Total - 40 ± 23 ns + 275 ± 21 ns

measured: - 59 ± 10 ns +273 ± 7 ns

 J. Hafele and R. Keating

redone	twice	more	in	airplanes	
and	rockets/satellites

“The	Hafele-Kea0ng	experiment”

about	half	of	their	effect	was	due	to	
the	gravita0onal	difference	between	
Earth	and	the	flight’s	al0tude



spacetime in general 
relativity

47



Einstein got rid of 
gravitational forces in GR

Masses warp spacetime... 

Since the shortest distance between two spacetime 
points is a light-path, this “maps” the shape 
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Earth’s	orbit	is	then	just	us	following	the	shortest	
distance	around	the	sun...not	a	gravita0onal	force

In GR gravity is not a force, but a “topography” of spacetime that 
forces objects to take the shortest curved path in spacetime



okay.

Spacetime might 
be curvy, bumpy, 
…”warped” 

a “non-Euclidean 
geometry”?
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Euclid’s	Geometry	starts	with	4	terms	and	4+1	postulates:

Point,	Line,	Plane,	Space

1. A	straight	line	can	be	drawn	between	any	two	points	
2. A	finite	line	can	be	extended	infinitely	in	both	direc0ons	
3. A	circle	can	be	drawn	with	any	center	and	any	radius	
4. All	right	angles	are	equal	to	each	other	

5. Given	a	line	and	a	point	not	on	the	line,	only	one	line	
can	be	drawn	through	the	point	parallel	to	the	line

a	System	of	a	series	of	proofs,	each	building	on	the	
previous,	to	a	whole	system	of	mathema0cs

like,	the	sum	of	the	interior	angles	of	any	
triangle	is	180o

like,	Pythagoras’	Theorem

like,	actually...	a	lot	of	algebra	
problems	before	algebra	was	
invented



Einstein’s mathematics of GR

led him to have to consider non-Euclidean Geometries 

which were still timidly being studied by mathematicians
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not so far-fetched
we live in such a geometry
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what’s a 
“straight 
line”

on a sphere? 

shortest distance 
between 2 points

52

DTW AMS

hgp://gc.kls2.com/



Euclid’s 
5th 
Postulate

parallel lines 
never meeting? 

only in a flat space
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sum	of	interior	
angles	in	a	triangle	
=	180o?	

only	in	flat	space	

on	sphere	>	180o



“warping”
means that geometry 

spacetime geometry 

mixes with mass, energy, and pressure
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General 
Relativity

Einstein’s GR 
equation 

complicated 
mathematics
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geometry	of	
space0me

mass-energy,	
pressure,	
&	
momentum

↔

G.R.

Rµ⌫ �
1

2
Rgµ⌫ =

8⇡

c4
Tµ⌫

G = T

{ {
we’ll call it:  “             “



Einstein grossly 
underestimated

the richness of his theory 

he knew he’d exhausted the possible solutions to 
the GR equations 

He was wrong…and irritable about it
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wrong. 
Almost 
immediately:

from the 
foxhole, 1915
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Yes.	I	mean	from	a	foxhole.

Karl	Schwarzschild,	1873-1916

The	first	exact	solu%on	to	GR...Einstein	had	used	some	
approxima0ons	for	light-bending,	etc.

The	equa0ons	of	space0me	outside	of	a	spherical	mass.

a	big	mass.



escape
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Suppose	a	rocket	is	shot	straight	up...	when	it	goes	
“ballis0c”	(no	propulsion)...what	happens?

More	ini0al	velocity,	the	more	likelihood	that	the	rocket	
will	escape	the	pull	of	the	Earth’s	gravity.

This	happens	when	the	kine0c	energy	=	poten0al	energy

vesc =
r

2GME

RE

It	depends.

From	Earth:	11.2	kilometers	per	second...~25,000	mph

v <  vescv >  vesc

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Km/s


what 
about 
light?

suppose the 
question is not:  

“What’s the escape 
velocity from a 
sphere of mass M?”
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BUT	

“What’s	the	radius	of	a	mass	M	for	which	the	escape	velocity	
is	=	c?”

c =
r

2GM

RS

RS =
2GM

c2

RS	called	the	Schwarzchild	Radius

It	seemed	to	be	a	magic	radius...

vesc =
r

2GME

RE



the 
Schwarzchild 
Radius falls 
out of his 
solution to 
G.R.

it’s not likely  

RS is incredibly small 

and density, 
incredibly high
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1.6	B	meters

RS 	=	3000	m

RS 	=	1	cm

12	M	meters

Impossible,	right?.	But,	since	Nature	doesn’t	do	
infinity...thought	to	be	a	disaster	for	the	theory.

All	of	the	mass	of: inside	of	RS:



everyone 
fretted over 
this for 
more than a 
decade

1932, Georges 
Lemaître found 
that a slight 
change of 
coordinate axes 

changed the problem 
completely
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The	Schwarzchild	Radius	was	not	a	flaw	in	the	theory

simply	an	insult	from	Nature!

Einstein	calculated	that	the	
normal	forma0on	of	a	star	of	
gravita0onal	accre0on	could	never	
form	in	so	small	a	volume...and	
stars	get	bigger	not	smaller,	right?

1939:	Robert	Oppenheimer	&	
Hartland	Snyder	showed	how.

Black	Holes



5¢ worth 
of 
stellar 
physics
no charge
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Hertzsprung-Russell	Diagram...aka	H-R	Diagram

cool,	brighthot,	bright

hot,	dim cool,	dim

Surface	Temperature

Energy	emission,	units	of	Sun

Sun



5¢ worth 
of 
stellar 
physics
no charge
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Hertzsprung-Russell	Diagram...aka	H-R	Diagram

balls	of	
Hydrogen	
brought	
together	by	
gravity

stars	radiate	energy	–	that’s	their	job!

being	stable	is	their	challenge...

cool,	brighthot,	bright

hot,	dim cool,	dim The “main” 
sequence



a 
balancing 
act

inward pressure 
from gravity 

vs 

outward pressure 
from radiation
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gravity	pulls	core/atmosphere:	in

Radia0on	pressure	from	nuclear	
fusion	in	core:	out

H	begins	to	“burn”	to	He

A	star’s	fate	is	determined	by	how	massive	it	is.



a balancing 
act
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SUN-LIKE? 

H → He



pp cycle
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a balancing 
act
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SUN-LIKE? 

H → He

REGION OF 
INSTABILITY 
pulsating stars

SUN-LIKE? 

He → C + O

source	of	Carbon	for	life



a balancing 
act
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VERY MASSIVE... 
>1.3 Msun 

H → He → C... 

...→ Fe
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a balancing 
act
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VERY MASSIVE... 
>1.3 Msun 

H → He → C... 

...→ Fe

IRON



a 
balancing 
act

inward pressure 
from gravity 

vs 

outward pressure 
from radiation
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gravity	pulls	core/atmosphere:	in	
WINS

Radia0on	pressure	from	nuclear	
fusion	in	core:	out	
STOPS

IRON

e + p! n + ⌫e everywhere...

and	then	a	
special	effect	
takes	over:	

neutrons	cannot	all	be	on	top	
of	one-another

the	star	shrinks	drama0cally

It	stops	abruptly	in	seconds

Explosively.



supernova!
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SN	1993J	
M81

Tycho’s	
Supernova,	
1572

Crab	Nebula…supernova	
remnant	from	1054	AD



first infant picture of SN
20 September 
2016 

Victor Buso:
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NGC 613
65M ly away



aftermath of a SN
mass-ejection and a neutron star
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billion tonsa	star	made	of	only	neutrons…sizes	10’s	km	
densi0es	1017	kg/m3

“pulsar”…a	rapidly	rota0ng	neutron	star:	few	milliseconds	to	seconds	in	rota0on	rate

The	source	of	all	elements	<	Fe.	We	are	made	of	star-stuff



SN “Nero” SN “Hadrian” SN “Burgundy”

SN “Claudius”

SN “Caligula”

30 CLASH SN Candidates in 20 Clusters so far, 15 shown here 
                          (Of the 30, ~30% are Type Ia)

SN “Tiberius”

SN “Augustus” SN “Galba”

SN “Otho”

SN “Vespasian”

SN “Titus”

SN “Scarlet”

SN “Crimson”

SN “Marcus Aurelius”

SN “Antonius Pius”
Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscoveryReference DifferenceDiscovery

Reference DifferenceDiscovery Reference DifferenceDiscovery

Nov 18, 2010 Dec 28, 2010Dec 8, 2010 Nov 3, 2011 Nov 29, 2011Nov 16, 2011

One	of	Professor	Donahue’s	Hubble	project:	SN	
searches	-	naming	them	for	Roman	Emperors


